To: Faculty Senate  
From: Senator Melissa Dieckmann, Department of Earth Sciences  
Date: November 28, 2005  

I would like to bring forward at the December 5th meeting the following two amendments to the Ad Hoc Committee P&T report:

**AMENDMENT 1:** *(discussed as Amendment 2 at 02-06-06 meeting)*  
To strike Part I, Section A, #5 in favor of the current policy of having department, college and university committees review all tenure and promotion recommendations, whether positive or negative.

Part I: Main Recommendations  
A. Promotion and Tenure Process Recommendations  
5. Review Process  
   a. If a candidate receives a **positive** recommendation for promotion or tenure from the department committee and chair, the application shall **not** be forwarded to the College Promotion and Tenure Committee but shall be forwarded for consideration by the dean.
   b. If a candidate is **not** recommended for tenure by committee or administrator at any level, the application shall be reviewed by the promotion and tenure committee at the next level. The chair, dean, or Provost shall initiate the review.
   c. If a candidate is **not** recommended for promotion by committee or administrator at any level, the application shall not be considered further, unless the candidate appeals to the next level.
   d. The Ad Hoc Committee recommends no change in the practice in which administrators at all levels review and make their own recommendations concerning all applications for tenure, applications for promotion that have received a positive recommendation, and applications for promotion that have received a negative recommendation, which the candidate has appealed.

**JUSTIFICATION OF THE AMENDMENT:**

University functioning is based on two principles that we at EKU say that we embrace wholeheartedly: peer review and shared governance. However, the recommended change in review process by the Ad Hoc Committee diminishes these two prerogatives of the entire university faculty.

First, by removing the faculty-based committees from the decision-making process, but retaining the authority of the administrators at those same levels, faculty shared governance in personnel decisions is diminished greatly, and “peer review” is reduced to peers within one’s own discipline rather than the collegiality of the entire faculty as peers in the teaching and learning process.
Second, the basis of a decision of tenure and promotion has implications beyond the department level. The tenure decision is basically one that grants employment for life, and faculty members are more than simply departmental teaching and research colleagues. Faculty members are part of the university community who serve in shared governance in a variety of college-level and university-level responsibilities (e.g., search committees, P&T committees); and who represent the university and the college through active scholarship, quality of teaching and service to the community and profession. Because a long-term hire impacts the college and university in addition to the department, the faculty at the college and university level have both a right and a responsibility to share in the tenure decision for these colleagues. Promotion decisions also affect the college and university in addition to the department, directly because of the financial implications of the promotion decision, and indirectly through rank-based requirements for service and shared governance issues. For this reason, faculty members at the department, college and university level should all have the right and the responsibility to review their peers and participate in the promotion and tenure process.